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The purpose of this memorandum is to briefly summarize | 
the circu ances surrounding the appearance of Special Agent (SA) 

. Regis Jf Kennedy before the Orleans Parish Grand Jury 5-17-67. We 
- are taching for approval a letter to the Attorney General setting - 

forth the facts concerning SA Kennedy's testimony and Departmental 
instructions which had been issued to him in this regard. It ots 
appears there was a conflict in Departmental instructions which |: - 
resulted in SA Kennedy being left to answer questions on his own =.” 
judgment. SA Kennedy's actions before the Grand Jury appear va 

ae ° | proper*and no administrative action being recommended_¢oncerning | 
* ag ws him, . a) 2 é Vf 
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BACKGROUND: | =F : 
A Kennedy has been handling security matters in the 5 

New Orleans Office for several years and has conducted considerable 
_ davestigation in connection with the assassination of President 

-. #& Kennedy. He received a subpoena to appear before the Orleans Parish 
pb se ** Grand Jury on 5-17-67 and did appear after Department efforts to 

te = quash subpoena ‘were rejected by Criminal District Court in New Orleans. 

| DEPARTMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
On 5-16-67 U. S. Attorney (USA) 3 Louis C. LaCour made 

available to SA Kennedy a statement he was to use in refusing to -—. 
answer certain questions in accordance with Departmental Order 
324-64 which relates to the confidential nature of Department of 
Justice documents and material. USA LaCour initially instructed 

. SA Kennedy, after he was subpoenaed, to 4nvoke the privilege on all — 
- questions put to him and told SA Kennedy to only answer as to his 

- name, the fact that he was a SA of the FBI and was assigned to the 
_ New Orleans Office of the FBI. SA Kennedy followed these instructions 
- at the hearing relating to A Department’ s attempt to 9G 3: the 
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oe That same artornoon’s 5-17-67 SA Kennedy was ins ructed 
by thd!trYninal! District Cofst to appear before the Orleans Rerish 
Grand Jury. Assistait USAs Ciolino and Veters, in the? diSefice or 
USA LaCour,' tempered: LaCour's instructions and told SA Kennedy At 
would be necessary for nee Justify Savoking the privilege: "as 
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 4t would be subject to judicial review. They told’ SA Kounedy "tot. 

“gor approximately one hour and ten minutes. He was asked a number 

  

_ assistants, Messrs. Ciolino and, Veters. SA Kennedy had no way of 
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use his own judgment in invoking the privilege and that he should | 

answer questions of his own personal knowledge, and if he was in © 

doubt on any question, he could come out of the Grand Jury room 

and ask them about it. Lo a , ky 

SA Kennedy anticipated that he might be asked certain =<. 

questions by Garrison and his staff and posed an example to Ciolino 

and Veters as to the type of question he might be asked and what his 

response should be. . They told him that he should answer questions 

that concerned his own personal knowledge. These instructions ‘ 

resulted in SA Kennedy being left on his own to decide what questions . 

he should or should not answer based upon his own judgment. . oS a 

SA KENNEDY'S TESTIMONY: . 
SA Kennedy testified before the Orleans Parish Grand Jury 
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of questions by Garrison and his staff which indicates that Garrison | 

is attempting to prove that Oswald was a Central Intelligence Agency — 

(CIA) agent and was involved with Clay Shaw and anti-Castro Cubans 

in the assassination of President Kennedy. vs ce 
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SA Kennedy answered those questions on which he. was 

knowledgeable from a personal standpoint and utilized Departmental 

Order 324-64 in refusing to answer questions which related to FBI 

investigation or his position as a SA of the FBI. In numerous 

instances when SA Kennedy did not possess any information on which 

he could answer the question posed to him by Garrison or his staff, 

> “BA Kennedy honestiy answered that he did not know the answer. ~ .§ — 

se * 
* SA Kennedy reported that many of the questions asked of 

him during the Grand Jury proceedings were phrased by Garrison and 

his staff in such a way to elicit an agreement from SA Kennedy as 

to the fact stated. SA Kennedy answered all of their questions in 

a manner that Garrison could get no agreement from hin. . 

‘ News media have reported SA Kennedy's appearance before ~ .. 

the Orleans Parish Grand Jury andquote the foreman of the Grand - , 

Jury as saying that SA Kennedy's testimony before the Grand Jury =.” . 

ns “was satisfactory." 

OBSERVATIONS: , “ ae ~ Bs ~ ~ 

appears that there has been a conflict in Departmental 

instructions as to how SA Kennedy should have testified before the 

Orleans Parish Grand Jury. This conflict appears to have resulted 

from separate briefings given SA Kennedy by USA LaCour and his two. 
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knowing that such a conflict of instructions existed. It appears 
that this situation could have been avoided had USA LaCour handled 
all of the briefings with SA Kennedy and not have delegated his _ 
responsibilities in this connection in such an important matter | . 
of national interest to two of his assistants. . 

SA Kennedy's appearance and demeanor before the Orleans an 
Parish Grand Jury appears to have been completely proper and in foe 
accordance with Departmental instructions as were issued to him. °° 
No administrative action concerning SA Kennedy is warranted. | 

ACTION: 

Attached is a letter to the Attorney General transmitting 
_ & copy of a memorandum which was prepared by SA Kennedy summarizing ... 
circumstances of his appearance before the Orleans Parish Grand Sat 
Jury on 5-17-67 and pointing out to the Attorney General the 
apparent conflict in Departmental instructions which were issued 
to 5A Kennedy in this particular matter. 
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